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Following Issue’s I want to discuss

- JI track one and two
- Companies need certainty
- Possible role of JI SC
- Decision at CoP/MoP to give certainty
Eligibility requirements for JI

Track 1 (full eligibility)

a. Party to the Kyoto Protocol
b. Assigned amount calculated
c. National system in place for estimating emissions/removals
d. National registry in place for tracking assigned amount
e. Submission of most recent required emissions inventory
f. Accurate accounting of assigned amount and submission of information

Track 2

a. Party to the Kyoto Protocol
b. Assigned amount calculated
d. National registry in place for tracking assigned amount
Track 2

Key role for international oversight

- By JI SC:
  > Accredit independent entries (AIE)
  > Review:
    Baseline and monitoring methodologies
    Elaboration of PDD

- By AIE:
  > Determination Art. 6 projects PDD
  > Determination of emission reductions
  Role SC
  Request in special cases review of decision of AIE
Track 1

- Key role for host Party
  - Have designated focal point for approving projects
  - Have determined national guidelines for:
    - Approving projects
    - Monitoring
    - Verification
  - Shall make directly or through secretariat information on projects publicly available
  - Meet participation requirements

- No international guidelines regarding approving projects, baseline definition, monitoring, verification etc.
How to get a prompt start for JI second track?

- Let JISC accredit CDM DOE’s to be automatically IE for JI
- Let CDM mythologies be valid for JI
- Let CoP/MoP 1 give this guidance to JISC
- Take care of good financing of JI SC
- Let JISC supervise
The Composition of JI SC

- 3 Members from Annex I and be in transition
- 3 Members of Annex 1
- 3 Members Non Annex 1
- 1 Small Island State